
Forest of fear

Forest of fear
You must help us Luffy

Von Sanko

Kapitel 12: Made the test

I open my eyes. Where I am? Where are the others? What…? Oh, Yes. I gave my life for
my crew. I remember. Now this must be hell. Slowly I open my eyes. I don’t really want
to know, what it’s like in hell. But what I see now is not, what I thought. Over me is the
sky. I jump up: “What…?” I’m on the Merry Go. I’m on top of the sheep had. And, yes,
there are all the others. My crew. But why... I don’t understand. It’s like nothing
happened. Everyone is normal. Nami’s shouting, Sanji’s cooking, Zolo like ever
training, Robin is reading, Franky does something at the ship and Usopp and Chopper
make fun of everything. I can’t believe what I’m seeing. Were all the things in the
forest a dream? Was nothing real? I rub my eyes and look one more time around the
ship. Yes, we are all here. It was really a dream. They are all living. And me too. I’m
smiling and lay back again. Yes, it was only a dream. On the ship Nami swap glare with
Usopp, Zolo and Sanji. They are smiling and thinking the same.
Flashback
The darkness around me is gone. The pain is gone. What is going on? My life came
back to my body. My heard beats. Around me are the others. They stand up too. We...
We are not dead? What is going on? Where is Luffy? The darkness around us turns
more and more into grey. More and more light is around us. The light is warm and not
like the painful firelight before. And then all darkness is gone and lakes place for the
forest, we were fallen before. Anything is like there was never a fight. But then, there
is someone. A body on the ground and someone in front of him. Nami’s scream tells
me, that what I see is true. The person is the devil and the death body is from our
captain. “Luffyyyy!” „Don’t come nearer.“ „What?“ „He made it. He made the test1“
the devil laughs, „you can all go!” Out of his hand fly lights. Lights with form. They are
formed like humans. They fly out of his hands and get of. I can see lights of Sanji, me
and the others. But there are also Ace, Tashigi, Gin, Vivi, Kaja and Shanks. And the last
light is Luffy. Then the devil laughs one last time. And then there is one more time a
really bright light.
End of Flashback
Luffy saved all of them because of his so big heard. Now his crew knows, that they are
more to him, then they ever sought. His crew goes back working and let their captain
think, that he was dreaming. In the forest, the devil break the contest to the straw
had pirates: “You made the test. I give you your freedom back!” Back at the pirate
ship: “Sanji. I want food!”
________________________________________
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Now it's over. Hope you like it^^
Tell me please ;)
Sanko
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